
CONVERSION VEHICLE

MORE THAN WORK

DUCATO



Change the way
you make your  
working day.
Forget about tangled roads, 
heavy journeys or boring days: 
New Ducato offers new perspectives,  
easy paths and more pleasant working day.

Have you ever think how better your work can be?

Ducato is the right vehicle to realize  how enjoyable

is doing something you were not used to do.



New Ducato has the only goal to make your day easier, 

so no matter which version you choose, it won’t let you 

down. Among more than 10.000 combinations, you will 

find the vehicle perfect for your work.

EXPLORE THE 
WIDE RANGE



Ready to go.

If good morning starts with good habits, your working day can be greater than what 

you think. Ducato gives you the right gear to face your business. Its fresh and 

innovative style is just a glimpse of your day. A new glance on the road is provided by 

the new front grille and by the FULL led headlamp, the best in terms of exterior lighting. 

Made of 3 characteristics elements, a new DRL LED “ray of light” that evolves the classic 

iconic Ducato’s “sign”, a high and low LED beam and a swiping LED turn indicator will 

give you a recognizable standing on the road. Its sharper style and its cold white light 

make your vehicle unique and distinctive both off or on.

Don’t settle for a good day,  
when you can have a great one!

New front grille is available in two finishing and comes with a very modern style, 
highlighting the new FIAT logo.

The new technological and stylish LED headlamp offers a 30% more performing light, 
if compared to current halogen headlamp.
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What if you 
relax today?

The new Eat and Work seat bench turns out to be the perfect 

assistant in working and break moments: equipped with a front 

table that can accommodate notebooks, tablets, lunch trays, it 

can rotate towards occupants for maximum comfort. Not to 

mention the up-to-date-design and high tech details of 

dashboard and cockpit. The new full digital cockpit, at the top of 

the offer, shows a central 7” display to provide vehicle’s info 

tailored on driver’s needs, 3D maps and route information with 

10” radio and driving assistance when coupled with ADAS 

features. A new and modern design for the 3,5” TFT cockpit 

completes the offer. Everything is aimed to give more comfort, to 

be better looking and more user friendly.

Nowadays the tools you need for your job aren’t only 

the ones you find in your tool-kit. Ducato offers you 

much more to make all your everyday tasks easier and 

more efficient. The high-tech and modern style from 

the latest passenger vehicles’ interior trends arrive in 

the new Ducato range without changing its functionality 

oriented design. From maps to driving assistance or 

work data and even music, all the information you need 

is now available on the new Full Digital Cockpit. 

Ducato interior comes with a real breath of freshness, 

involving every feature: the new range of seats provide 

greater comfort and an increased wrap-around 

perception, door panels offer a new robustness and 

more storage space, the three spoke style steering 

wheel, available in leather, give a better grip.

Comfort, technology and driving 
pleasure with you along your 
whole working day.

Enjoy the new cabin interior with its innovative design, where everything 
is firmly located in up-to-date dashboard and always at yoru fingertips.
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Comfort
driving pleasure.

If you have worked in a comfortable Ducato so far, 

imagine that it can be even better. One of the feature 

that will enhance your driving experience is for sure 

the new electric power steering wheel. The new power 

supply technology creates the perfect optimization 

between steering effort and speed, allowing then 

higher steering precision, driving pleasure and lower 

effort during parking maneuvers. It also winks to the 

nature by improving fuel consumption and reducing 

CO2 emissions. From the comfort of his seat, the driver 

can also simply switch on a button on dashboard to 

activate the electric parking brake, preventing the 

driver to be always in contact with the handbrake 

lever, when applied. Easiness and speed are a real gift 

for a busy worker so which best way to start your day 

with a simple click? Forget to search for your key fob, 

leave them in your pocket and simply press the button 

on the exterior handle, unlock the doors, accommodate 

yourself on the seat and press the switch on steering 

column to turn engine on. Close your working day in 

the same easy way, turn your Ducato off and lock the 

doors. All in a switch, ain’t easy? No more phone wires 

in your cabin, always fully charged! Ducato offers you 

a safe and firm place on dashboard as a wireless 

charger location, through which your mobile can 

charge and, combined with the new Uconnect™ radio, 

work at the same time.

Keyless Entry and Go 
system allows you to 

lock and unlock the 
cargo and cabin doors 

and turn the engine 
on and off, simply 

having your Ducato 
key fob near to you.
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Never again with low battery! With the new wireless phone charger located in a safe place of your dashboard 
your mobile will always be battery full.

Free your vehicle layout from handbrake lever, bracket and cables. The new electric 
park brake option provides greater comfort in everyday usage.
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All in.

The new infotainment system takes in-vehicle information, comfort and 

entertainment to the next level. With an offer made by 3 new radios, 

Uconnect™ Technology offers you all the tools and services to help your 

working day to become smarter and with less frictions. 

The new Uconnect™ 10” radio, at the top of the range, will offer you a 

complete radionavigation system integrating 3D TomTom maps and 

Apple Car Play / Android Auto™ with very comfortable wireless mirroring 

system through which, with a simple touch, you can manage the most 

important controls of the vehicle. A very useful voice command “HEY FIAT” 

and steering wheel commands will improve the interaction between you 

and your new Ducato. The Uconnect™ 7” radio with wireless integration 

with Apple Car Play and Android Auto™ and Uconnect™ 5” colour display 

radio complete the new Ducato’s connected infotainment offer. Just 

simply choose the one that fits better to your needs, turn on the radio 

and enjoy your next day.

Face your day with a new mood  
and enjoy an all inclusive network  
of infotainment services.
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Apple CarPlay is a safer, smarter way to use your iPhone 

in your car. It lets you get directions, make calls, send and 

receive messages, and listen to music, all in a way that 

lets you stay focused on the road.
 

Designed for the safest driving experience whilst staying 

connected, Android Auto™ delivers integrated steering 

wheel and voice commands.

Uconnect™ 7 radio with 7" touchscreen color display, Android 
Operating System technology and steering wheel controls. 
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Connect your world.
For a seamless connectivity journey among your mobile, network devices and your Ducato, a full range  

of Uconnect™ Services is available with the new Uconnect™ 7’’ e 10’’ radio. Explore all the advantages  

included with connectivity pack and even more you can add, because you are the core of our network.

Give a signal, a full range  
of services is always ready  
for you!

Raw Data Integration 
New Ducato Connectivity is open  
and interoperable with 3rd party 
solutions thanks to raw data 
integration. It can provide key 
fleet vehicle information (vehicle 
usage, deep diagnostic info, critical 
event alerts, remote services),  
to the enterprise customer  
and their existing fleet telematics 
service provider.

MY ALERT 
Designed to protect Ducato, with 

Theft Alarm Notification and the 

Stolen Vehicle Assistance Services.

MY ASSISTANT 
Designed to offer your 24/7 

assistance with features such  

as SOS Call, Roadside Assistance  

and Customer Care. 

MY WIFI 
Surf the Internet and connect 

multiple devices to the New Ducato 

at the same time and use  Amazon 

Alexa Voice  Services.

MY REMOTE 
Designed for the remote 

management, allows the control  

of features such as Remote  

Operations, Drive Alerts,  

and Vehicle Finder. 

MY FLEET MANAGER 
Manage your Ducato fleet with 

maximum efficiency and safety: 

maintenance, mission, routes, 

reporting and real time dashboard 

to monitor your fleet with the 

possibility to integrate it with  

your already existing fleet telematic 

solutions.

MY CAR 
Designed to monitor and take  

care of new Ducato’s health,  

thanks to Vehicle Info  

and Vehicle Health Report. 

MY NAVIGATION 
Designed to help to find your way in 

the smartest way possible, thanks 

to live navigation services like 

Send&Go, POI Search and Last Mile 

Navigation, Map Update over the air 

and much more.

Download the FIAT mobile app or go to the official Fiat Professional 

website to take advantage of all the services.
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Future 
looks after 
you.
Ducato shows  
all its pioneer attitude.

Always one step forward the others for 

over the last 40 years, Ducato continues to 

evolve itself: it is the first vehicle in its 

category offering the Autonomous Driving 

Level 2; it guarantees to have a new 

advanced protection for your daily journeys 

making your job safer and more 

thoughtless. Ducato reveals to be your 

trusted co-pilot accelerating, braking and 

keeping you within the lanes completely on 

its own. Are you ready to make a step in the 

future? 

SA
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Y
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best in term of safety and support both when driving and parking. All new 

and existing ADAS on Ducato work in a perfect synergy, they are always 

available and works wherever your job will take you, whenever you want. 

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL  
(WITH STOP AND GO FUNCTION) 
When included in the pack Co-Driver, the Adaptive Cruise Control is enhanced with Stop and Go 
functionality, leading the vehicle to a complete stop when the vehicle in front stops and to re-start 
when traffic gets moving again. Available only in pack CO-DRIVER.

TRAFFIC JAM ASSIST
The new Ducato can autonomously set the vehicle ahead as a target to execute lane centering  
in heavy traffic on all roads and monitor vehicles driving in parallel, adapting its lateral trajectory 
and avoiding potential impacts. If the Traffic Jam automatically brings the Ducato to a complete 
stop, it automatically returns to the set speed as soon as the traffic gets moving again.  
Available only in pack CO-DRIVER.

Thanks to the new electric architecture and the innovative electric power steering 
system, safety and technology are the core of what Ducato offers to its consumers. 
Level 2 autonomy elevates Ducato from a single driver assistance system  
to multiple advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) that can take over steering, 
acceleration, and braking events in different scenarios. 

AUTONOMOUS 
EMERGENCY BRAKE 
CONTROL (+ PEDESTRIAN 
AND CYCLIST DETECTION)

AEB Control increases 
functionalities and detects 
pedestrians and bikes other 
than vehicles; The new Ducato 
will either alert the driver 
and trigger an autonomous 
emergency braking. 

LANE CONTROL

Lane Control system prevents 
unintentional departure from the 
lane, with the help of a forward-
looking camera on windscreen 
performing corrective steering 
interventions to prevent the 
vehicle from crossing painted 
boundary lines or even roadside 
edges. A tactile warning in the 
form of torque applied to the 
steering wheel, together with 
visual and audible warnings on 
the instrument panel display, to 
aware the driver they must stay 
within the lane limits.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE 
CONTROL

Sets and automatically adjusts 
the speed to maintain a safe 
distance from vehicles ahead, 
providing functionality between 
30 km/h and vehicle top speed.
When vehicle is equipped 
with Traffic Sign Recognition,  
the Adaptive Cruise Control 
becomes Intelligent Adaptive 
Cruise Control, providing 
proposal to driver to adjust 
speed according to speed limit 
detected.

LANE CONTROL
When included in the pack Co-Driver  the lane control system becomes lane centering. 
The New Ducato detects lane markers and road edges and, if needed, autonomously 
steers to keep itself in the center of the lane. Available only in pack CO-DRIVER.
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INTELLIGENT  
SPEED ASSIST
Intelligent speed assist helps 
avoid speed violations at any 
time, detecting speed warning 
signs on the road and setting 
the vehicle speed limiter 
accordingly. 

ATTENTION ASSIST
The system monitors driving 
patterns and detects fatigued 
driving. If the system detects 
inattentive driving patterns, an 
audible sound and message on 
the display panel will request 
the driver’s attention.

RAIN AND DUSK SENSOR
The sensors are activated by 
water and dusk, controlling 
the windscreen wipers 
automatically or switching on 
the main-beam headlights 
when the lights go down.
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360° PARKING SENSORS
Sensors, surrounding the new 
Ducato at 360°– located on 
front, rear bumpers and side 
moldings – alert driver by 
acoustic and visual warning 
when approaching obstacles 
or going through tight spaces. 
Acoustic warning increases 
in beep frequency as the 
obstacle comes nearer, until 
it becomes continuous. Visual 
warning showing the distance 
from obstacle are displayed on 
cluster screen.

TRAFFIC SIGN 
RECOGNITION + HIGH 
BEAM RECOGNITION
Traffic Sign Recognition helps 
to avoid speed violations at any 
time, detecting speed warning 
signs on the road, while the 
High Beam Recognition 
automatically regulates 
beams based on the distance 
of vehicles coming on the 
opposite way.

AUTONOMOUS  
POST COLLISION 
BRAKING  
In case of an accident event, 
automatically apply brakes to 
prevent secondary potential 
collisions. 
Standard on whole range.

ACTIVE PARK ASSIST
When looking for a free 
parking, the new Ducato will 
start scanning for a parking 
slot. When found it will start a 
parking manoeuver, and the 
driver needs only to accelerate 
and brake by the pedals, 
while vehicle autonomously 
performs steering manoeuvers, 
and indicates when to move 
forward  or backward.

CROSS WIND ASSIST
Cross Wind Assist works at 
speeds over 65km/h and 
intervenes on braking to help 
stabilize the vehicle through 
strong crosswinds, helping the 
vehicle to prevent from drifting 
out of its lane.
Standard on whole range.

DIGITAL CENTRAL MIRROR 
PREDISPOSITION
Central Rear view Mirror 
becomes a digital 9’’ LCD  
high resolution display.  
When driving it provides  
an unobstructed and clear view 
of the road behind at medium 
and long distances, thanks to 
a wide-angle, high-definition 
camera located inside the rear 
third stop lamp bracket.

FOG LAMPS (WITH 
CORNERING FUNCTION)
Fog lamps option now includes 
cornering function to provide 
greater side visibility in the 
dark, fog lamps switch on 
automatically when vehicle 
turns at low speed.

TRAILER STABILITY 
CONTROL  
The system is able to detect 
when the trailer is starting 
to oscillate and corrects 
any dangerous trailer swing, 
through a combination of 
torque reduction and wheels 
braking, to bring the trailer and 
the vehicle under control.
Standard on whole range.

REAR CAMERA (WITH 
DYNAMIC GRIDLINES) 
PREDISPOSITION
Updated rear parking camera 
offers improved resolution on 
radio screen, thanks to digital 
signal, displays dynamic grid 
lines that move according to 
steering wheel turns helping 
driver to easily complete 
parking maneuvers by showing 
vehicle path.
Compatible with the whole new 
Uconnect™ 5, 7" and 10" radio 
offer.
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A legacy that came from over 40 years 
of tradition; could it evolve furtherly?  
The answer is yes.

The new generation of powertrains MultiJet3 are 

developed to ensure you: Top Efficiency levels with 

reduced fuel consumptions, emissions and weight; 

Durability up to 300.000 km thanks to industrial type 

design; peerless Comfort made possible by higher torque 

elasticity and reduced noise.

Ducato evolves its tradition again, with no compromises 

on power and performances. You and your work will 

always be a step ahead.
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“One mission, one engine”. 

The complete line up of Euro 6D-Final (Light Duty Homologation) and Euro VI Step E (Heavy Duty 

Homologation) 2.2 MultiJet3 engines will represent the adapted solutions to the different needs, 

efforts, roads and conditions that your work will require.

The MultiJet3 120 hp is the perfect fuel-efficient solution dedicated to urban environment.  

The MultiJet3 140 hp is the “core” power unit, progressive in all conditions with high torque availability; 

the right compromise between power and consumption. The MultiJet3 160 hp “Power“ is the best 

choice for who’s wondering something more from its tough and long missions. The MultiJet3 180 hp 

“Power“ is the excellence for severe missions and terrains, heavy conversions and for who’s aiming the 

top level performances and comfort.

MANUAL TRANSMISSION.  Engine coupling: Dry single plate clutch with hydraulic release device. N° of gears: 6+R  - 
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION. Engine coupling: Torque converter, with electronic electro-hydraulic control system. N° of gears: 9+R
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Ducato burst into the market with a more reliable new 
diesel engine technology reaching the third generation.
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HEAVY DUTY 
HOMOLOGATION

Designed specifically for converter 

applications, heavy duty homologation 

is possible with a kerb weight starting 

from 2.280 kg and is mandatory when  

it exceeds 2.740 kg. 

New Ducato comes with a wide offer 

Euro VI step E powertrains in heavy 

duty homologation: 140 hp, 160 hp 

“Power” and 180 hp “Power” both  

with Manual and Automatic 

transmission, keeping the same 

torque and power curves 

of corresponding light duty 

applications.

120 HP 140 HP 180 HP

160 HP

 Power Hp
 Torque Nm

 Power Hp
 Torque Nm

 Power Hp
 Torque Nm

 Power Hp
 Torque Nm

 Power Hp
 Torque Nm

 Power Hp
 Torque Nm

Displacement (cm3): 2.184

N° of cylinders, layout: 4, in line 
-industrial type design

Fuel system: electronically controlled 
Common Rail MultiJet3 direct injection 
with variable geometry turbocharger 
and intercooler 

Power: 160 hp (117kW) at 3500 rpm

Torque - coupled with manual 
transmission: 380 nm at 1400 rpm

Torque - coupled with automatic 
transmission: 400 nm at 1400 rpm

Light duty homologation, emission level: 
Euro 6D-Final

Heavy duty homologation, emission level: 
Euro VI step E 

Displacement (cm3): 2.184

N° of cylinders, layout: 4, in line 
-industrial type design

Fuel system: electronically controlled 
Common Rail MultiJet3 direct injection 
with variable geometry turbocharger 
and intercooler 

Power: 180 hp (130kW) at 3500 rpm

Torque - coupled with manual 
transmission: 380 nm at 1400 rpm

Torque - coupled with automatic 
transmission: 450 nm at 1400 rpm

Light duty homologation, emission level: 
Euro 6D-Final

Heavy duty homologation, emission level: 
Euro VI step E 

Displacement (cm3): 2.184

N° of cylinders, layout: 4, in line 
-industrial type design

Fuel system: electronically controlled 
Common Rail MultiJet3 direct injection 
with variable geometry turbocharger 
and intercooler 

Power: 120 hp (89kW) at 3500 rpm

Torque - coupled with manual 
transmission: 320 nm at 1400 rpm

Light duty homologation, emission level: 
Euro 6D-Final

Displacement (cm3): 2.184

N° of cylinders, layout: 4, in line 
-industrial type design

Fuel system: electronically controlled 
Common Rail MultiJet3 direct injection 
with variable geometry turbocharger 
and intercooler 

Power: 140 hp (104kW)  at 3500 rpm

Torque - coupled with manual 
transmission: 350 nm at 1400 rpm

Torque - coupled with automatic 
transmission: 380 nm at 1400 rpm

Light duty homologation, emission level: 
Euro 6D-Final

Heavy duty homologation, emission level: 
Euro VI step E 



Hit your target 
destination.
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Get the best  
of your working day  
with the new 9 speed 
automatic transmission.

Your work may lead you on different roads, various 

traffic conditions and several situations, but thanks to 

the all-new 9-speed automatic transmission you can 

forget thinking about constantly shifting gears.  

The new 9-speed automatic transmission is designed 

for your best driving pleasure. A modern torque 

converter has taken over the conventional clutch, 

allowing to shift comfortably and efficiently.  

This assures  the perfect gear is always engaged without 

effort and above all with the best fuel consumption 

optimization.

Moreover the new 9-speed automatic transmission 

allows the driver to select the best driving mode 

according to his mission: starting from Normal for the 

perfect balance between performance and economy, 

through ECO for a fuel economy goal, to Power for more 

striving missions with uphills or full loads. Changing gear 

will not affect only your driving but your whole working 

day, more and more thoughtless with Ducato.
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A limitless 
versatility.

Different solutions tailored on your needs: with his wide 

range of vehicles, Fiat Professional gives you a very 

special mix of quality, capability and reliability. In a word, 

the best of functionality. Ducato Chassis Cab, Ducato 

Chassis Double Cab, Ducato Chassis Cab with Platform 

ranges will offer you the right flexibility and efficiency to 

face your everyday work challenges.

Giving form to functionality.
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Fitted 
for 
mission.

Conversion readiness is more than a word, is Ducato’s 

philosophy. 

A wide range made by 5 wheelbases from 3000 to 

4300 mm, 6 lengths and multiple anchor points to fit 

any type of conversion very easily. No matter how 

hard will be, from 3,3 t to 4,25 t Ducato will offer you 

the right capabilities to handle all your next missions. 

Versatile and flexible,  
new Ducato offers you  
all the solutions you need.
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SCANNING THE QR CODE WITH YOUR 
SMARTPHONE TO READ MORE DETAILS  
ABOUT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
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WHEELBASE

34503000 40353800 4300
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Vehicle dimensions in mm

5 WHEELBASES  
6 LENGTHS

CHASSIS  
DOUBLE CAB

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

CHASSIS CAB  
WITH PLATFORM

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

WHEELBASE 3450 mm

CHASSIS CAB

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

CONFIGURATIONS

WHEELBASE 3000 mm

CHASSIS CAB

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500 kg

CHASSIS CAB  
WITH PLATFORM

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500 kg

WHEELBASE 3800 mm

CHASSIS CAB

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

WHEELBASE 4035 mm

CHASSIS CAB

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

CHASSIS CAB  
WITH PLATFORM

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

CHASSIS  
DOUBLE CAB

GVW: 3300, 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

WHEELBASE 4035 mm XL

CHASSIS CAB

GVW: 3500 kg 
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

CHASSIS CAB  
WITH PLATFORM

GVW: 3500  
Maxi 3500, 4250 kg

MAXI CHASSIS  
DOUBLE CAB

GVW: 3500, 4250 kg

WHEELBASE 4300 mm

MAXI CHASSIS CAB

GVW: 3500, 4250 kg

Fitted 
for 
mission.

Conversion readiness is more than a word, is Ducato’s 

philosophy. 

A wide range made by 5 wheelbases from 3000 to 

4300 mm, 6 lengths and multiple anchor points to fit 

any type of conversion very easily. No matter how 

hard will be, from 3,3 t to 4,25 t Ducato will offer you 

the right capabilities to handle all your next missions. 

Versatile and flexible,  
new Ducato offers you  
all the solutions you need.
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Complete the line-up the Motor Cab versions available with 3300 and 4250 (Maxi) GVW 
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A multi
purpose 
working 
partner.
Space for your team.

Ducato knows that you need a good team to get a 

professional success, that’s the reason why it is worth to 

have a functional room also for your team!

The double cab seats up to seven people and central 

seat also can be used as a table to keep the work going 

even when you are moving. This functional interior 

never takes away from its unmatched versatility with 

ample wheelbase and GVW options.
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SCATTO

CAMBIARE FONDOKeep it focused. 
And simple.
You can’t be wrong: for every specific job 
there’s the right configuration

Can you imagine a better way to design and do research than testing your product 

“on the field”? Maybe no, and that’s why Fiat Professional uses great experience and 

passion, but also his client’s feedbacks to give you the perfect vehicle, the New 

Ducato that makes you sure to answer your best when duty calls. 

No matter what are you searching for: from ambulances and mobile shops to 

transporters and refrigerated vehicles, New Ducato can transform itself to lighten 

your work offering the specific configuration for even the most demanding jobs.
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Fully  
dedicated to 
professionals.

Fiat Professional knows that you make your day  

“on the road”. The street you have to drive through, the 

cargo you have to load, the time you have  

to deliver it and the place you have to reach: every single 

element of this equation can change your working day. 

So, to lighten your job, New Ducato is equipped with a 

plenty of details that can make the difference, as the 

specific refrigerated box conversion that ensures a 

constant temperature to keep fresh the goods you are 

carrying, the hydraulic lift that assists you with heavy 

items, or the aluminum box conversion to deliver space 

and protection where you need it most. 

Every aspect is designed to make your customers - and 

so our customers -, happy.

Everything you need on a single vehicle.
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A mission 
for life.

Sometimes, words like reliability, power, control  

and safety have a very special meaning. In those 

moments – when seconds also count –, Fiat Professional 

is proud to stay at your side. With New Ducato you can 

count on the best combination of engineering research 

and technology to ensure more protection and safety 

with smoothness and comfortable ride. 

To do that “extra mile”  
you can always rely on New Ducato.
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24/7 
readiness.

Be always in time, when someone needs your service. 

Tow truck conversion based on new Ducato can  

be the right answer for any driver stuck in a tough 

situation. 

The versatility of your vehicle will always guarantee  

a safe performance, both in case of on-site problem 

solving both in case of transport to the nearest 

mechanic's workshop. Thanks to your New Ducato, you 

will be able to offer drivers the best efficient,  

risk free services they need.

The unexpected will be no more  
a concern.
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Leave your mark.
Ducato changes the way you make your working day, 
but it’s not the only one, everyone must play their 
part and you also can you leave your mark  
in this change.

Have a great time choosing among several available 

features, such as the Double Usb charging port or the 

Eat and Work Seat bench or even New Automatic Climate 

Control. You will be spoilt for choice and your vehicle 

more and more stylish.
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LKEYLESS ENTRY AND GO
With Keyless Entry you can 
easily unlock/lock all the cabin 
and cargo doors of the new 
Ducato, without actually using 
your keys. With Keyless Go 
you can start and turn off 
the vehicle without using the 
keys. As a support to specific 
missions, doors can be locked 
and unlocked by keeping 
engine on.

FOG LAMPS
Fog lamps option now includes 
cornering function to provide 
greater side visibility in the 
dark, fog lamps switch on 
automatically when vehicle 
turns at low speed.

FULL-LED HEADLAMPS
The new high performance full 
LED headlamps become the 
new top-level offer in terms of 
exterior lighting. Composed by a 
new DRL LED ‘’ray of light’’ with 
evolutionary family feeling and 
sharper style, LED high beam 
and low beam and a LED turn 
indicator with swiping effect.

TECHNO DASHBOARD 
TRIM
Handy air flow adjustment, 
available in satin chrome 
finiture with the techno 
dashboard option.

ELECTRIC PARKING 
BRAKE
The new electric park brake 
provides greater comfort  
in everyday usage. Driver can 
activate holding mechanism  
by a dedicated switch located 
on dashboard; functionality 
can even be automatically 
enabled through a specific 
instrument cluster setting.

DRL LED ON HEADLAMPS
You can spot a Ducato at once 
from its LED daytime running 
lights. LEDs last longer than 
normal bulbs and reduce fuel 
consumption because they use 
less electricity.

FULL DIGITAL COCKPIT
A 7“ digital TFT color display 
and two side digital gauges for 
RPM and fuel level.
The central display provides 
a complete set of vehicle 
setups and info, offering great 
reconfigurability to any driver’s 
needs.

ADJUSTABLE PNEUMATIC 
SUSPENSIONS 
Offers self-levelling function 
and possibility to decrease 
load threshold when vehicle 
is parked, activating specific 
switches on dashboard. 
Vehicle is always balanced 
independently from load 
distribution.

WIRELESS PHONE 
CHARGER  
Improved connectivity and 
comfort onboard, allowing 
to easily place and charge a 
smartphone in a safe and firm 
place on the dashboard.

AUTOMATIC 
CLIMATE CONTROL
New design of climate 
control with a wide central 
display, showing setup of air 
temperature, air distribution 
and ventilation speed. System 
offers 7-way distribution and 
a new ‘’Max A/C’’ function to 
boost cooling performance.

DOUBLE USB  
CHARGING PORT
USB charging port on 
dashboard gets an updated 
design becoming double  
USB A + C standards.

ADJUSTABLE ELECTRIC, 
DEFROST AND FOLDING 
MIRRORS
The double-parabola door 
mirrors combine a panoramic 
rear view with the utmost 
practicality, adjusting and 
folding them from inside 
the cab. Both parabolas are 
independently adjustable to 
meet the needs of every user. 

EAT AND WORK 
SEAT BENCH
Conceived to be the perfect 
assistant for driver and 
passenger during work times and 
breaks is equipped with a front 
table that can accommodate 
notebooks, tablets, lunch 
trays that can rotate towards 
occupants for maximum comfort 
and a rear zone organized with 
cupholders and storage vanes.

HEATED  
WINDSCREEN
Quicker windscreen defrost 
and defog even in extreme cold 
climate conditions.

230V POWER SOCKET
This option helps to easily 
charge electric devices such as 
laptops, electric tool batteries, 
tablets, smartphones and 
other low power appliances 
that require electricity up to  
150 Watts.

LEATHER STEERING WHEEL 
AND GEARBOX LEVER
A more comfortable and engaging 
rim design and new commands 
located on and behind lateral spokes 
wrapped with leather, satin chrome 
decorative bezels and glossy black 
commands.  
Redesigned gearbox command  
on both manual and automatic 
versions, available also with lower 
body in leather.



Also style  
is a performance.

Ducato shows itself in all its personality, 
turning out to be the perfect combination 
between efficiency and style, 
a sober elegance to get noticed.

SCANNING THE QR CODE WITH YOUR 
SMARTPHONE TO READ MORE DETAILS  
ABOUT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.
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611
Aluminium Grey

691
Iron Grey

632
Black

113
Artense Grey

676
Expedition Grey

385
Lanzarote Grey

549
Ducato White

SOLID COLORS

METALLIC COLORS

076 
Crepe Black 
Fabric
with 
upholstered 
headrest  
(opt. 8RS)

16”
Opt. 878

15”
Opt. 878

16’’ Ducato 
9 Speed & Maxi
Opt. 1LR

15” Ducato
Opt. 439

15” Ducato
Opt. 433

16” Ducato
Opt. 0R2

16” Ducato
Opt. 431

16’’ Ducato 
9 Speed & Maxi
Opt. 208

173 
Crepe Black 
Fabric

HUB CAPS ALLOY WHEELS

162 
"Velvet"  
Grey 
(opt. 8RT)

266 
Soft touch



The right reward  
for a well done job  

is the chance  
to make it again.  

Ducato is ready!



Trim levels of models and options may vary due to specific market or legal requirements. The data, descriptions and illustrations contained in this brochure are for illustrative purposes and are valid at the date of publication (09/2021). Some equipment described and/or illustrated 
in this brochure is optional. Refer to the price list for full information. FCA may change the models described in this brochure at any time for technical or commercial reasons. Fiat Marketing 04.3.4137.08 - S - 09/2021 - web version
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